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INSANITY Infrangible INSANITY SQUARED AND Shared out SOME People Retrieve IT IS THE

Equivalent OF PHANTOM OF THE OPERA MEETS JAMES BALDWIN AND CARLOS CASTENEDA. 14

MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, URBAN/R&B: Soul SANCTIFIED (An album for the surviving dead)

Songs Details: "over there look, its another album by another person that wants other people to listen to it

or something" says the small finger smell this album, raise your children on this album, marry this album

but never take it home to meet your mother." says the larger finger Yes all of these things-if you can

honestly call them that-have been mentioned in regards to this... this thing this offering to, to ZOOOL!

Some people have called this music, rap whatever else could they possibly call it being that in all reality it

is not reality! A man brushes his teeth with gasoline and scratches his ass with a c.d. he forgets to not

light his mustache on fire as he does every morning. Upon realizing his mistake it is to late. This, my dear

stranger is the 'strang' in string theory, the muon in every galaxy. Malik? Who's Malik, why does the

question explode itself into one's concious. Biography? For what?! Is it truly necessary to dwell on the

Dickens of everything, the Austens of it all! There is a painting! If you can dig it terrific, if you can't you

won't! With this- as is with all art- one must understand that the work is the artist the artist is the work, this

particular work being from 2003, stands as a piece that can never be sufficient to describe the artist now.

The artist, Malik Ameer is at a museum right now, or at work, or sitting watching the twilight zone, or

some Fellini flick, or reading some Baldwin, Ellison or even Marry Shelly, he may be hurting deeply,

lonely, homeless, starving to the bone, fighting and loosing in the battle of life! Or old blood could be

doing something so grand so beautiful that he'll only share with the fascinating cats that surround him, dig

life like it better be dug! Cezzane, Derain, Matisse, De Koonig-oh you get the point! The artist can never
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be summed up in something as vague and mundane as a bio. The artist is more than flesh and bone he

is liquid! Absolute LIQUID FIRE!
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